How to Use Your CookStop™

“UNATTENDED COOKING IS THE LEADING CAUSE OF HOME FIRES.” -- NFPA

CookStop's primary purpose is to reduce the possibility of accidental fires as a result of unattended cooking.

CookStop is ready to work as soon as it is installed (see Installation Guide).

**How does it work?** CookStop uses a Motion Sensor to scan for activity in the kitchen while the range is on. As long as motion is detected the range will remain on. CookStop is programmed at the factory to automatically shut off the range if no motion is “seen” in the kitchen during a 5 minute* countdown period.

**To begin Cooking press the GREEN COOK button.** It will become a solid green light. You can now turn on your burners or oven. The countdown timer resets continually every time motion is detected in the kitchen. [The small blue light located next to the COOK and STOP buttons tells you when motion is being detected.]

**How to Return to Cooking after the Range has been Shut OFF:** When you leave the kitchen while cooking and return AFTER the countdown has expired, the stove will have automatically shut OFF. A SOLID RED light with a BLINKING GREEN light tells you the range is OFF. To resume cooking simply press the GREEN COOK button. If you are finished using your stove, simply turn the stoveknobs off.

---

--A STEADY GREEN light means you can cook.

--A STEADY RED light with BLINKING GREEN light means the stove is OFF. --To RESUME cooking press the GREENCOOK button.

* The Countdown timer and other settings can be changed using secure--key.
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